
 

 

BOOT is an engineering firm based in the town of Veenendaal, the 

Netherlands. The company provides integrated consultancy and management 

services. It operates within all facets of our living environment. From urban 

development to rural areas: construction, mobility, water, environment, safety, 

sports and recreation, but with one clear focus: providing the support the 

client needs.

BOOT, GoBright & ProDVX 

 

A room booking  
system at BOOT  
to optimally use  
office space 



1 Case study

For the digital renovation of their office, BOOT wanted a new room booking system that would ensure  

the available space the business has is used optimally. They got in touch with De Kantoorspecialist,  

who proposed the trusted solution of ProDVX and GoBright. 

The GoBright Room Booking System offers easy room scheduling and useful integrations with Outlook,  

Office 365, Google Workspace and others. As BOOT has multiple locations, using GoBright enabled  

them to optimally make use of the office space they have. The solutions offer BOOT insights into  

employee behaviour and ensured that no space and energy was wasted. This is not only very  

cost-efficient, it also improves the companyʼs sustainability. 

A joint solution by  
GoBright & ProDVX

Meet: GoBright's  
Room Booking system 



1. Venue Brain from Innivo 

Venue Brain connects relevant source systems and  

besides HL7 messages, it also supports  

supplementary protocols such as SOAP.  

Links are created with the EHR of the hospital  

information systems. The screens are fed directly  

from the EHR, and potentially supplemented with  

information on infection prevention.  

This means nursing staff always have the necessary  

information for optimal care. 

2 Case study

Meeting room display:  
APPC-10XPL by ProDVX 

The GoBright so�ware runs smoothly on ProDVX hardware. The ProDVX APPC-10XPL 

was chosen to use as meeting room display. This versatile display contains LED status 

lights that indicate whether a meeting room is occupied or available. When a meeting is 

taking place, the LEDs will turn red, and when the room is free, the lights will turn green. 

In addition, using the VESA mounts, the APPC-10XPL can be easily mounted on any 

surface you might find in the office, including glass and walls. It can also be powered 

by Power over Ethernet, which means cable management becomes much more 

efficient as you would only need a single cable to power the device and to connect it 

to the network at the same time.    



3 Case study

Benefits for BOOT 

The result for BOOT is an integrated room booking system that allows for easy scheduling of 

meeting rooms via the GoBright integrations or by simply walking up to the meeting room 

display. The efficiency of meeting room space is improved and for employees it is now 

much easier to book a meeting room.  

In the long run, this improves collaboration between employees and positively affects the 

companyʼs ecological footprint. A�er all, the office is being used optimally and no energy 

and space is wasted.  
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